Convict Trash
Run 1840 – 20th. June 2022
Hare – Sniffer
Sniffer had accepted the task of setting a run before she sets off gallivanting around the
world for the next six months; she wouldn’t say where so we aren’t able to warn the
unfortunate communities (notice I used a semi colon there to upset Bingo, who doesn’t
believe I have the ability to correctly conjugate a sentence – she’s now looking up the
correct meaning of conjugate cause she doesn’t think it’s the right word).
Thirty smiling faces assembled in the bar of the Intersection pub in Ramsgate, so called
cause its location is at an intersection I suppose. Amazing marketing ability shown by the
owner.
Much questioning among the assembly as to whether the run would be the long way down
to the bridge or an abridged version of non bridge, which meant we wouldn’t be running
anywhere near the said bridge but might go close to the other bridge, if you know what I
mean.
Over to Anonymous:
Run Report
Merkin had once more succumbed to something that was obviously post Covid but showed similar
symptoms, suggesting a new world record of a double Covid for the Book of Records. Fortunately
we have the always available & happy to help, Grewsome to fill in as he coaches his elder son on
the Trail Master job, which he will fill next year so we can all pass on to him the disrespect he
shows to the elder statesmen.
Heading south out of the carpark, there was an ominous groan as some members thought of the
trudge down to the bridge. Then heading west & south again before switching back north to footie
field near Ramsgate Road & a genuine sigh of relief as the bridge was forgotten.
Andy was challenging Dopey for the lead as they headed up Ramsgate Road to an On Back, which
sent everyone across the road in a site without any little green man to tell Bingo when to cross.
Confusion reigned.
Sir Les was exhibiting his improved conditioning by leading the pack down a side street towards the
famous St. George Leagues Club, home of the mighty Dragons, who’ve won 16 premierships. We
all bowed in appreciation of the magnificence before running past the Beverley Park Golf Club to
another check.
Pig had sensed the tension amongst the female runners as to where they were & found trail east of
the golf club, up a small hill & down to Rocky Point Road, where the trail headed further east to
Scarborough Park,

Then the run turned from a winter one to a summer one as they entered a dark trail, with roots – not
those ones, the ones pop up out of the ground - & a careful slow down by the pack, except for Sir
Les, who doesn’t appear to have fear of said roots or anything for that matter as he sprinted to the
lead & out of the dark.
West up a lane, then south down Margate street to Ramsgate road once again, before heading back
west & on to a well organised bucket. Really well set run Sniff, well appreciated by all.

On On
Anonymous
Circle:
Doc called Circle up & none of the females paid any attention as usual but Doc has learned, the best
way of treating those, who refuse to listen is to completely ignore them, which he did.
He then mentioned it was run 1840 & Pig had accepted the onerous task of run reporter, which
immediately brought the group to order as he’s fucking big & has a loud voice. Duck made a snide
remark about Pig not completing the run, which was entirely incorrect & made us worry about
Duck’s future.
He began by suggesting Sniffer always sets good runs & Sniffer became all wet but the rest of the
females just yelled abuse. Plenty of checks, on backs, lots of arrows & passed some place that
smelled of fries. Was most appreciative, given his non activity over the past few weeks of the run
being 4.35kms but it then became obvious he hadn’t done any checks or on backs cause I reckon it
was 4.76kms.
He then suggested as he gave Spinni 1 for her run that he would her 2 for this one, then remembered
that he might be travelling overseas again soon &, worrying of the consequences with customs,
gave her 8.5, which is the same bloody number given everyone lately.
The major problem here as I’m listening to my phone recording, is all I can hear is Bingo &
Goldmark, who talked &laughed through the entire procedure.
Doc then began a dissitation about Ramsgate, which was originally seven mile beach but became
Lady Robinson’s Beach in 1874 in honour of was the wife of the governor at the time, Sir Hercules
Robinson.
Cook Park was named after Sammy Cook who advocated it as a public pleasure area, which it
remains to this day judging by the used condoms seen in the park. Scarborough Park, which was to
be the extension to the M5, was originally Pat Moore’s swamp &, like Ramsgate, was named after
some pommy joint.
This area of Ramsgate only has a population of 11,114, which shows how many illegals inhabit the
joint.

Birthdays
Goon who’s just turned 63 & Taxing, who wanted to tell us her age but we knew we couldn’t
believe it so I’m not printing it here.
Then on to Pricks:

Prick of the Week
Pig was nominated by Grewsome for suggesting Goon & Tickle were old pricks, when he was older
or something.
Stopcock was then nominated by Duck for asking him to sign a cheque before he set out on the run
just in case he didn’t make it back. Slottie mentioned she was upset that Stopcock was called
Softcock & all the females agreed in unison that Softcocks were useless.
Sniffer & Goldmark were nominated by Pig for smelling each others perfumes & all the blokes
agreed it was a good nomination cause they only smelled each other’s farts.

Winners – Sniffer & Pig
Bingo then gave a comprehensive talk as to the upcoming Christmas in July weekend, which has
now been sent to all & sundry so I’m not going to include it here.
Apres Circle:
As we settled in for dinner, Goon, Double (we’re mates now so I can call him by his first name) &
the writer were discussing the most important events over the past week, which, obviously, centred
around the weekend footie games & the incredible resurgence of the mighty Dragons. Well that was
Dundee’s topic, didn’t seem the other two were really interested but we were impaled (I’m sure
Bingo is going to pick me up on that one) by HISH & Bingo, who seemed to be rolling their eyes
for some reason.
Bingo was then heard to suggest soemthing under the lines of boring men’s talk or something,
which I immediately picked up as not understanding why this wasn’t of the utmost impertance to
her or HISH.
Accordingly we changed tack in order to keep them interested & started to discuss our recent
eyebrow jobs 7 new nail colours, with Goon offering a complete understanding of the situation by
showing his latest eyebrow plucking.
Somehow our attempts to involve them fell on deaf ears & we were admonished for not showing
enough sympathy for those with little or no eyebrows or even tatts.
You can never please some women.

Possible Events Calendar
B2H3 Events Diary (Proposed)

AGPU - 18th March 2023
Sutherland to Surf - 17th July
Xmas in July - 29th July

1850 Gold Rush Run - 29th August
Pub Crawl - 16th September

Check the Web Page:

https://www.botanybayh3.com/

Jokes
WHY TEACHERS DRINK.

A practical example of how the human mind works
An analysis of the above picture can tell us a lot
about how different people think...
- For young men, it's a picture of a lady with a nice butt but only the most observant will notice that
she is crossing a street.
- The really observant will notice that she is wearing a G string.

- For older men, she appears to be a respectable woman, with a nice butt, on her way to work.
- The perverts among them will imagine her naked.
- Wiser men will ponder the presence of mind of the photographer to take the shot in the face of such
beauty and be grateful that they shared it with humanity.
For half of the women, this is an ordinary woman who should not have left home dressed that way.
- The other half will think she is a slut but wonder where she bought that blouse.
- Older women will imagine the misery that the woman's arse will cause by the time she reaches 50.
- But only children, the extremely intelligent and the celibate will notice that the taxi is being driven
by a dog.
This has to be one of the best Engineering Designs of the modern era

The colder the beer, the better the grip!
Awesome

Live long enough to be a REAL concern to your kids!

I've often been asked, 'What do you old folks do now that you're retired?
Well..I'm fortunate to have a chemical engineering background, one of
the things I enjoy most is turning beer, wine, Scotch and margaritas into
urine.
Life is good, live it.

James Cagney and Bob Hope at a Friar's Club Meeting back when
actors were real performers.
Bob Hope was 52 and James Cagney was 56. For the young folks, here
is something you probably have never seen before and, unfortunately,
you may never see again.
For we older folks, this is the best of the best, and we had it for many
years!
This is a side of these two entertainers you hardly ever saw but it
shows you their enormous talent.
Bob Hope, the best of the comedians, and Jimmy Cagney...mostly cast
as the bad guy, gangster in the movies.

http://videos2view.net/Hope-Cagney.htm

